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Abstract 

This report presents an analytical method for determining wellbore heat transmis

sion during liquid or gas flow along the tubing. The mathematical model describes the 

heat transfer between the flowing fluid in the well bore and in the surrounding formation 

as one whole physical system. The transient heat transfer equations in the two regions 

with coupling at the sandface are solved simultaneously. Previous treatments of 

wellbore heat transmission are improved upon in several aspects. Non-homogeneous 

formations are treated which consist of several layers with different physical properties 

and arbitrary initial temperature distributions in the vertical direction. Closed form 

analytical solutions are obtained in real space and in Laplace space, which can be used 

to calculate the temperature distribution along the well bore and in the formation, and to 

evaluate heat transfer rate and cumulative heat exchange between well bore and forma

tion. A more accurate formula is given for the widely-used transient heat conduction 

function f(tD) of thermal resistance. This is shown to differ from Ramey's approximate 

solution at early time, while approaching it at very late time. 
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1. Introduction 

Heat is transferred to or from the wellbore when there is a difference in tempera

ture between the surrounding formation and the injected (or produced) fluid in the 

wellbore. In order to evaluate the feasibility of a thermal-recovery project, it is neces

sary to estimate the heat losses or gains of the flowing fluid in wellbores, the changes in 

temperature with time and depth, and the heat transfer conditions between wellbore and 

formation. A quantitative description of heat exchange between a wellbore and sur

rounding formations is also often required when one attempts to estimate formation tem

peratures from wellbore measurements. 

Studies of wellbore heat transmission during hot or cold fluid injection have 

appeared in the literature since the 1950's. The techniques available at the present time 

for dealing with wellbore heat transmission include analytical and numerical methods. 

Lessem et al. [1] and Squier et al. [2] derived and solved similar systems of differential 

equations describing the temperature behavior of gas and hot water injection wells. 

They neglected well bore thermal resistance and made the following assumptions: 

1. There is no conductive heat transfer in the vertical direction of either the 
flowing fluid or the formation. 

2. The mass flow rate of gas or water is constant throughout the injection or pro
duction system. 

3. The volumetric heat capacities of fluids and formation are constant. 

4. The formation is homogeneous and isotropic with constant thermal conduc
tivity. 

5. The fluid temperature and the fonnation temperature at the well bore surface 
are equal. 

All subsequent work introduced another approximation, namely, that vertical heat 

transfer in the well bore was considered steady state. 
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Moss and White[3] derived a line-source expression for evaluation of the water 

temperature during hot water injection as a function of time. They assumed the follow

ing: 

1. The physical properties of the fluid and the fonnation are independent of the 

depth and temperature. 

2. No wellbore thermal resistance. 

3. Negligible fractional losses and kinetic energy effects. 

4. The heat transfer in the wellbore is considered steady state. 

The classic study by Ramey[4] on wellbore heat transmission improved Moss and 

White's[2] approach to incorporate an overall heat transfer coefficient. Ramey presented 

an approximate solution for the temperature of fluids, tubing and casing as a function of 

time and depth in a well used for hot-fluid injection. He used similar assumptions to 

Moss and White's, which were (1) heat flows radially away from the well bore, (2) 

steady-state heat loss in the well bore, and (3) constant thennal and physical properties. 

Satterl5] suggested a similar method for analyzing wellbore heat loss-when taking into 

account condensing steam flow, and he provided a sample procedure for a given set of 

reservoir properties and a heat-loss correlation for estimating heat losses involved during 

injection of saturated steam. An expression for the overall heat transfer coefficient for 

any well completion and the early time values of the transient heat conduction function 

were given by Willhite[6]. 

The more recent analytical work by Durrant et al. [7] provided an iterative procedure 

for the wellbore heat transmission problem during flow of steam/water mixtures which 

includes vertical heat conduction. They also employed the assumption of steady-state 

heat transfer in the wellbore. The mathematical model they used combined Ramey's 

approach and Farouq Ali' s(8) numerical model. The analytical treatment of the two

dimensional heat conduction equation in a homogeneous and isotropic fonnation permit

ted a simple supposition algorithm in the time domain. 
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The numerical models for well bore heat transmission by Farouq Ali[8] and Woo

ley[9] were more comprehensive than the analytical models. They included both hor

izontal and vertical heat conduction in the formation, and were able to deal with dif

ferent well operation conditions. Farouq Ali's wellbore model is one of the most sophis

ticated models that can simulate vertical, nonisothermal two phase flow phenomenon to 

account for the slip concept and flow regimes, but the assumption that the heat transfer 

in the well bore is steady-state is still inherent in his model. Even though numerical 

models can take into account more physical properties and can simulate a more complex 

well bore heat transmission system, they are often too complicated for field application 

or for reservoir simulation studies since many of the well bore and formation heat 

transfer properties needed in modeling are rarely known precisely. 

The mathematical model for well bore heat transmission presented in this paper 

adopts assumptions similar to those of Lessem, et al. [1] The main differences are that an 

overall heat transfer coefficient is introduced to consider the well bore heat resistance 

and that non-homogeneous formations are approximated as a multiple-layer system (see 

Figure 1). The solution provided in the report for wellbore heat transfer is similar to that 

of Lessem et al.[1] and Ramey[4], with the following extensions and improvements: 

1. The partial differential equations of fully transient heat transfer between well 

fluid and formation are solved simultaneously by incorporating an overall heat 

transfer coefficient. Heat transfer in the wellbore is treated as fully transient. 

2. The inhomogeneous formation is approximated as multiple horizontal layers 

with different physical properties. Initial temperature distribution in the verti

cal direction for each layer can be arbitrary. 

3. Exact solutions for wellbore temperatures and heat transfer rate are obtained 

in both real space and in Laplace space. The solutions are valid for the entire 

time range, from early to late. 

4. A more accurate fonnula is given for the widely-used transient heat conduc

tion function f(to) of thermal resistance. f(to) is found to be a function not 

only of time but also of depth. 
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Figure 1 Schematic of the wellbore and its surroundings. 
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The numerical results calculated from the analytical solutions are compared with 

Ramey's long time approximation. Illustrative applications are given for predicting 

well bore heat transmission for engineering designs or reservoir simulation studies in 

petroleum and geothermal reservoir development. 

2. Mathematical Model 

The transient heat transmission problem under consideration is as follows (see Fig

ure 1): 

The injection (or production) well is cased to the top of the injection (or produc

tion) interval. Heat is transferred along the wellbore solely by convection and then by 

conduction into formation. The formation consists of N layers with different thermal 

and physical properties. The system to be modeled is composed of three parts, as shown 

in Figure 1, (i) fluid flow conduit inside the tubing; (ii) tubing/casing annulus, casing 

wall and cement; (iii) infinite formation surrounding the casing. The major assumptions 

and approximations are as follows: 

1. well mass flow rate is constant; 

2. fluid flow in the tubing is one-dimensional; 

3. the well fluid temperature is lumped radially; 

4. the heat conduction in the vertical direction is neglected compared with heat 

convection by the flowing fluid; 

5. radial heat flow between the wellbore and the formation is steady state; 

6. in the surrounding earth, the initial geothermal gradient is a known function of 
( 

depth; and, 

7. the vertical heat conduction in the horizontal-layered formation can be 

ignored compared with the horizontal heat conduction. 
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All the other assumptions are similar to those of the previous workers. Therefore, 

the heat transfer equation in the tubing can be written as (see Appendix A): 

for liquid flow, 

(1) 

G = 1,2, ... N) (Zj-l < Z < 21) 

for gas flow, 

(2) 

G = 1,2, ... , N) (Zj-l < Z < 21) 

where the plus sign on the potential energy term is used for flow down the well and the 

negative sign is used for flow up the well. [4] 

The heat conduction in layer j of the formation is described by 

1 CJ CJT2j CJT2j 
--(rK·-)=p·c·-rar Jar JJCJt 

(3) 

G = 1,2, ... N) (Zj-l < Z < Zj) 

The heat flux at the tubing surface (r=rt) is: 

(4) 

and the overall heat transfer coefficient is defined by:[6] 

-1 

(5) 
j 

The initial conditions are: 
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in the well, 

T Ij (Z, t = 0) = Gj(z) (known functions) (6) 

(j = 1,2, ... N) (zj-l < Z ~ Zj) 

and in the formation, 

T 2j (r,z, t = 0) = Gj(z) (7) 

(j = 1,2, ... N) (Zj-l S Z ~ Zj) 

It is required in (6) and (7), 

G 1 (0) = T air (constant) (8) 

The boundary conditions are: 

T 11 (z = 0, t) = T inj (9) 

and 

lim T2j (r, z, t) = OJ (z) 
r-+-

. (10) 

(j = 1,2, ... N) 

3. Analytical Solution 

Define the following dimensionless parameters for radial distance, time and depth: 

tVm 
to=-

H 

z 
zo=

H 

The dimensionless temperatures in wellbore and formation are: 

T Ij (z, t) - Gj(z) 
ej (zo, to) = T. . _ T . 

MJ 81f 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 
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(j = 1,2, ... N) 

(15) 

(j = 1,2, ... N) 

The unsteady-state solution of this system in Laplace space becomes (see Appendix B) 

where 

and 

9j (zo, s) = cjcs) exp [- [s + 13j - Dj(S)] zo] + Yj (Zo, s) 

(j = 1,2, ... N) 

C ( ) 
_ 1 a1 (Zo) 

1 s --+------
S s(s + 131 - Dl (s)) 

(j = 2,3, ... N) 

- CJ)j 9j(zo, s) ~(-vcrjS ro) 
q,j (ro, Zo, s) = -~~~-~~~-=~ 

CJ)j ~(-vcrjs) + -VcrjS Kl (-Vcrjs) 

(j = 1,2, ... N) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

The functions Yj (z, s), Dj(s), and aj (zo) and the parameters J3j' COj and crj are defined in 

Appendix B. The temperature function 9j in Laplace space can be detennined recur

sively from layer j = n to n + I (going downwards; n = 1,2, ... , N-l) since it is assumed 

that there is no vertical heat conduction both in the well bore and in the formation. 

Therefore, downstream wellbore fluid temperature or formation temperature does not 

have any effect on upstream ones. 

Another important variable of interest for wellbore heat transmission is the rate at 

which heat i~ transferred into (or from) the formation. For the case of a linear initial 

temperature distribution within each layer of the formation: 
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(20) 

where T cj are constants. Now the continuity at the interfaces of layers requires that 

(21a) 

and 

(j = 1,2, ... N-l) (21b) 

Then 

(constant) (22) 

a· 
y. (zo s) = - J 
J' s(s + J3j - Dj(s» 

(constant) (23) 

For the heat flux into (or from) the formation we have the following expression in 

Laplace space: 

(24) 

(j = 1,2, ... N) 

The cumulative heat flow rate is 

- HQt(s) 
~(s)= V 

s m 
(25) 

where Qt(s) is defined in Equation (B.31). 

The above solutions in Laplace space can be evaluated by numerical inversion 

techniques(10). However, analytical solutions in real space are desirable for validating 

the numerical inversion results and for' predicting the early-time transient behavior of the 

system since the numerical Laplace transform cannot be expected to give accurate 

results for early time. In this work, solutions in real space for the case of a linear initial 

temperature distribution in each layer in the formation have been obtained (see Appen

dix C). For layer 1 (0 S; Zo S; zDl) or for a homogeneous formation we have, 
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where 

- * [eXP( - ~21 to) - 1] 
I = 4a1 J Dl (u) -rr-----:=------~or_-"'r du 
1 rr? u u2 4 

o D;(u) (131 - -) - R1(u) + -_2 
0'1 x-

. -{1- ex~ [- ~(to - zo)l} 
2 e -PlIo J 0'1 j 

I - --- .....;;-----=-.----~ 
2 - X u 

o 

. exp (zo R1(u)ID;(u)1 sin [ 2~0 ] du 
J 7tD1 (u) 

_p Zo 00 D;(U){I- exp (- u
2 

(to - zo)} 
2a1e I J 0'1 

~= 1. 
X 0 * R u2 4 U" Dl (u) ("'1 - - - R(u) +-

0'1 x2 
~ . 

. exp[zo R1(u)ID;(u)1 {1. cos[ 2~0 ] + sin[ 2~0 ] 
~ X XDI (u) XDI (u) 

. [D;(U) (~1- ~)- R1(U)rr dU 

For layer j = 2. 3 •... N. the dimensionless well bore temperatures are: 

where 

to 

9j (zo. to) = Aj (to) + J [ 9j-l (zOj-l' t) 
o 

- Aj (t)] Bj (zo, to- t)dt 

00 * {exp (-~ to) - I} 
4a· f D· (U)O'I 

A (t ) = _J ~J - ~---.....;;.-----~-~ du 
JO x2 u 2 24 

o .. D,*(u)(J3' ~~) - R.(u) +-
J J 0'. ] x2 

J • ,J 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 
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[ 
• U

2 
] . exp (zo - zOo 1) R(u)/Do (u) - - (to - Zo + ZOo 1) du 

~ J J 00 ~ 
J 

(32) 

(to> Zo - ZOj-l) 

In Equati~ns (27)-(32). Rj(u) and OJ·(u) are defined in Appendix C. The dimensionless 

temperature function in the formation layer j is given by 

where 

to 

$j (ro. Zo, to) = J 9j (zo, t) gj (ro, to - t) dt 
o 

00 

2 J U u
2 

gj (ro, to) = ~ • exp (- - to) 
7tOjl-'j 0 OJ (u) OJ 

(33) 

• {Yo (uro) [O)j Jo(u) + uJ1(U») - Jo<uro) [UY1(U) + CO; Yo(U»)} du (34) 

4. Discussion 

To validate the analytical solutions, a series of tests have been run. The numerical 

inversion results of the Laplace transformed solution of Equation (16) have been com

pared with the numerical integration of the exact solution of Equation (26) and also with 

Ramey's late-time solution. The integrals appearing in Equation (26) were calculated 

with the numerical integral evaluation routine from the NAG Fortran Library,[ll] on a 

eRA Y computer. Convergence was very rapid and smooth (Fortran program see 

Appendix E). 
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Table 1. Calculation Data 

gg = 0.03°C/m (0.016 °F/ft) 

Tinj = 100°C (212°F) 

Q = 100 m3/day (3531 ft3/day) 

Pw = 958 kg/m3 (59.8 Ibn/ff) 

U = 978 W/m2°C (172 Btu/f~ hr OF) 

Sandstone 

P = 2200 kg/m3 (137.3 Ibn/ff) 

c = 740 Jlkg °C (0.167 Btullbm OF) 

Clay 

P = 1500 kg/m3 (93.6 Ibn/ft3) 

c = 800 Jlkg °C (0.191 Btullbm OF) 

Tair= 20°C (68°F) 

D = 1000 m (3281 ft) 

rw = 0.08 m (0.26 ft) 

(6.33 in ID) 

CW = 4196 Jlkg' °C (1.00 Btu/ Ibm OF) 

K = 2.8 W/m °C (1.62 Btu/ft hr oF) 

K = 1.4 W/m °C (0.81 Btu/ft hr oF) 
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The example problem involving a hot-water injection at a constant rate. The fluid 

and formation data for the calculation is given in Table 1. Figures present results for a 

single layer case and compare the present work with that of Ramey (1962). As shown in 

Figure 2, the numerical Laplace inversion results are in perfect agreement with the exact 

solution, and at long times, both the solutions and Ramey's solution converge to the 

same curve. 

The results from the numerical Laplace inversion by the Stehfest algorithm gen

erally need checking against some other solution, in particular for early times. The com

parison of the numerical Laplace inversion with the exact solution of Equation (26) and 

Ramey's approximate solution is given in Figure 3. It is obvious that the numerical 

inversion gives very poor results for to ~ Zo. This probably occurs because of the 

rapidly changing condition at the sandface, which is discontinuous along the wellbore 

until the entire wellbore is full of injected water when to> 1. Physically, zo> to means 

that the injected fluid has not reached the dimensionless depth Zo and the temperature 

there is not disturbed. When the time is a little longer, the numerical inversion will give 

very accurate results. Therefore, instead of the analytical solutions in the Laplace space, 

the exact solution in the real space should be used for applications in which the very 

early time transient behavior is important, such as in temperature well logging 

analysis. [l2J 

As in most studies on wellbore heat transfer, the vertical heat conduction is ignored 

here, in comparison with horizontal flow. We examine this approximation by compar

ing the horizontal and vertical temperature gradients in the formation derived from the 

solutions obtained above. As shown in Figure 4, the ratio of vertical and horizontal tem

perature gradients is always smaller than 1 %, and reaches its maximum around the tem

perature penetration fronts. A larger vertical heat flow may occur on the interface of 

formation layers with different properties, where the temperatures obtained by neglect

ing vertical flow are vertically discontinuous. Figure 5 shows that despite rather dif

ferent thermal diffusivities (KJpc = 1.72 E-6 m2/s for sandstone, 1.17 E-6 m2/s for clay), 

the difference in temperatures is very small on the interface of sandstone and clay whose 
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properties are given in Table 1. These results should be conservative because vertical 

temperature differences are overestimated by neglecting the vertical flow. Therefore, 

the assumption that the vertical heat flow in the formation is negligible is probably 

acceptable for most engineering applications. The approximation of neglecting vertical 

heat flow in the formation will break down at some distance from the well after long 

times for non-homogeneous reservoirs. Quantitative estimates of the distance and time 

limits for its applicability can only be made from numerical models. 

A steady-state approximation for vertical heat transfer in the well bore has been 

made in almost all previous well bore heat transfer models. This approximation is not 

resorted to here, and the validity of the assumption can be tested by comparison of the 

results from the transient and the steady-state solutions obtained in this work. The tem

perature distributions from the two solutions are given in Figure 6 for sandstone data as 

given Table 1. It is obvious that the steady-state solution overestimates the temperature 

increase at early time but the differences disappear at long times. 

The transient heat conduction function f(to), discussed in detail by Ramey[4] and 

Willhite[6] is widely used for wellbore heat transfer calcuiations. However, it lacks a 

theoretical basis, except in the long-time limit of the line source equation given by 

Ramey. We obtain an accurate formula for f(to) (see Appendix D) as a special case for 

a uniform and homogeneous formation (subscripts omitted): 

(35) 

It is interesting to note that in a more rigorous formulation than that of Ramey (1962), 

f(to) is a function not only of dimensionless time to. but also of dimensionless depth Zo. 

This can be seen explicitly from Figure 7, in which f(to) from Equation (35) is plotted 

for different dimensionless depths zo. Only after to ~ 500 (2,500 hrs for this case), does 

f(to) become independent of zo. This means that use of an f(to) independent of Zo will 

not give accurate results during the early transient time for well bore heat transfer prob

lems, even for the homogeneous formation and the linear vertical temperature distribu

tion. 
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Heat loss (or gain) from wells is important for evaluating a thermal recovery pro

ject. The behavior of heat flux and cumulative heat transfer into the surrounding forma

tion are given in Figures 8 and 9 for hot-water injection into a well in a homogeneous 

sandstone formation. The calculation parameterS are in Table 1. It is obvious from Fig

ure 9 that the heat losses from the well never reach a steady state since the formation is 

modeled as an infinite radial system. 

In an actual reservoir, formations are neither uniform nor homogeneous, the well 

may penetrate a number of aquifers and aquitards with quite different thermal and physi

cal properties, and lay~red formations may be a realistic approximation. In order to take 

into account effects of formation heterogeneity on wellbore heat transfer, the tempera

ture distribution along the wellbore was calculated for hot-water injection into a forma

tion consisting of two layers. The upper 500 meters is sandstone, and the lower 500 

meters is clay. Problem parameters are given in Table 1. As shown in Figure 10, if only 

sandstone properties are used, well temperatures are underestimated since thermal dif

fusivity in sandstone is larger than that in clay. Figure 10 suggests that the assumption 

of constant formation properties introduces errors for non-homogeneous reservoirs. 

s. Summary and Conclusions 

In summary, the following conclusions have been obtained through this work: 

1. An analytical solution for wellbore heat transmission in a layered formation 

has been developed. It provides temperature distributions with time and 

depth, and radial distance both in the wellbore and in the formation, as well as 

the rate of heat transfer between wellbore and formation. 

2. An exact solution, both in real space and in Laplace space, for Well bore heat 

transmission have been obtained. The chief assumption made is that vertical 
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conduction effects in the formation can be neglected. Heat transfer between 

wellbore fluid and the formation is treated in a fully transient fashion. 

3. A more accurate formula is obtained for the widely-used transient heat con

duction function f(tD) of thermal resistance. It has been found that f(tD) 

depends not just on time but also on depth. 

4. The approximation of using a depth-independent heat conduction function 

f(tD) will give large errors for early times. 

5. Vertical heat conduction in the formation may be ignored for engineering 

application. 

6. Effects of formation heterogeneity should be included for more accurate pred

ictions of wellbore heat transmission in non-homogeneous formations. 
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AppendixA. 

Development of Governing Equations 

The physical system of heat transfer inside the tubing·· and flow in the fonnation 

should be considered as a whole system, but the governing equations for heat flow are 

different in the two flow regions since heat transfer in the tubing is dominated by con

vection, while heat transfer is assumed by conduction only in the fonnation. Let us 

derive the flow equations separately for flow in the tubing and flow in the fonnation 

here: 

1. Flow in the tubing 

As shown in Figure A-I and in Figure 1, by using the assumptions in Section 3, the 

energy conservation for the flowing fluid gives, 

2 aT1j V~ 
1tr dzp c -- =-21trdzq~'-md[h+ - -gz] 

t t t at t J 2 (A-I) 

where the mass flow rate is, 

(A-2) 

and the well bore heat flux into the fonnation is, 

(A-3) 

By definition, change in enthalpy is, 

db = de + d(pv) (A-4) 

for a noncompressible liquid, (A-4) becomes, 

db = ctCiT Ij + vdp (A-5) 
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Neglecting the flowing friction, the vdp tenn is equal to the change in fluid head, there-

fore, 

dh=c~Tlj+ gdz (A-6) 

Introducing (A-2) and (A-6) into (A-I), and noting that the fluid flow rate in the 

well is constant, we have, for liquid flow: 

aTl · 2 aTl · 
J /I·V J 0 PtCt-a- + -qj + PtCt m-a- = 

t r t Z 
(A-7) 

If the flowing fluid is a perfect gas, enthalpy does not change with pressure, so 

(A-8) 

Thus, the potential energy tenn will appear in the total energy conservation, Equation 

(A-I) becomes, for gas flow, 

(A-9) 

where the plus sign on the potential energy tenn is used for flow down the wall, and the 

negative sign is used for flow up the wall. 

2. Flow in the formation 

If the vertical heat conduction in the fonnation is neglected, in comparison with 

horizontal flow, and the only heat transfer mode in the fonnation is by conduction, the 

flow of heat in the fonnation layer is described by the following radial transient-heat 

conduction equation, 

(A-tO) 

The initial and boundary conditions are as follows: 
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1. The initial temperature of the surrounding earth and the wellbore is an arbi

trary function of depth alone, the temperature distribution functions for each 

layer can be different, but continuous at the interfaces. 

2. The surface temperature is a constant. 

3. The injection or production temperature is constant. 

4. The heat flow by convection crosses the wellbore thermal skin into the forma

tion by Fourier's law of heat conduction. 

S. The formation is a radially infinite system, the temperature at the outer or 

infinite boundary is not affected by the temperature disturbance at the 

wellbore. 

These conditions are written mathematically in Section 2. 
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Analytical Solution in Laplace Space 

In terms of the dimensionless variables defined in Eq. (11) - (15), the problem 

becomes 

de· de· 
_J + _J + A. (e. - .t.. 1) + o'(Zo) = 0 
dtOdZO "'J J 'I'J rD = J 

(B-1) 

(B-2) 

where j = 1,2, ... N; and 

(B-3) 

for liquid flow 
(B-4) 

for gas flow 

(B-5) 

(B-6) 

with initial conditions: 

(B-7) 

(B-8) 

and boundary conditions: 

(B-1O) 
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(j = 2,3, ... N) 

(B-11) 

lim 'j (ro, zo, to) = 0 
rD~ 

(B-12) 

In (B-11) 

(B-13) 

The Laplace transfoIms of ej(zo, to) and c!>j (ro, zo, tD) are defined as follows:[13] 

and 

-
9j(zo. s) = f e(zo. to)e -tos dto 

o 

(j = 1,2, ... N) 

-

(j = 1,2, ... N) 

(B-14) 

(B-15) 

Application of the Laplace transfonnation to the partial differential equations (B-

1), (B-2) and the boundary conditions (B-9) - (B-12) with incorporating the initial condi

tions (B-7), (B-8) yields 

(B-16) 

(B-17) 

(B-18) 
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- 1 
81 (zO=O, S) =

S 

- -
8j (ZOj-l' s) = 8j-l (ZOj-l' s) 

(B-19) 

(B-20) 

where j = 1,2, ... N. The solutions of (B-16), (B-17) in Laplace space, satisfying the 

boundary condition (B-18) - (B-20), are: 

a;<zo. s) = Cj(s) expr [s + IIj - D;<S»)Zo} + Yj(zo. s) (B-21) 

(B-22) 

where Yj(zo, s) are the particular solutions of (B-16), which depend on the initial tem

perature profile. 

(B-23) 

(B-24) 

(j = 2,3, ... N) 

and 

(B-25) 

Heat flow rate into (or from) the formation in layer j is 

(B-26) 

so that. the heat flux at the tubing surface (r = rJ. 

(B-27) 
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Total heat flux into the formation is defined as: 

7; 

<4(t) = ~ J 21tl"Aj'(z, 1) dz 
j=1 Z;-l 

and total cumulative heat transfer is defined as: 

t 

<4(t) = J Qt<'t)dt 
o 

(B-28) 

(B-29) 

For linear vertical initial temperature distributions in each layer of the formation, we can 

obtain the explicit form of the particular solution Yj(ZD. s) as: 

8· 
Yj (zD. s) = - [ J3 J D ( )] ss+ .- ·s . J J 

(B-30) 

then the expressions for the total heat flux in the Laplace space can be derived as fol-

lows: 

(B-31) 

and the total cumulative heat flow rate is 

_ I H to I <4(s) = L -1 Vm I <4(t)dt 

= (B-32) 
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AppendixC. 

Analytical Solutions in Real Space 

For the case of linear initial temperature distributions in each layer of the forma

tion, Equation B-21 can be written as: 

(C-l) 

where 

Sj 1- - -
A(s) = - = -f.(s) (f.(s) = sA(s» 

J s(s + ~j - Dj(s» s J J J 
(C-2) 

Bj(zo, s) = exp[- ~j(Zo:'" ZOj-l)] exp [- s (zo - ZOj-l)] 

exp [Dj(S)(Zo - ZOj-l)] (C-3) 

and 

- 1 
(C-4) eo (zoo' s) = -

s 

the dimensionless temperature function in the formation, 

- -
CPj (ro, zo, to) = 9j (zo, s) gj (ro, s) (C-5) 

(j = 1,2, ... N) 

where 

(C-6) 

Since the functions Aj(s), Bj(zo, s) and gj(ro, s) all have a single branch point at the 

origin, we have to use the inversion theorem for Laplace transformations by evaluating 
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the contour integrals[13]. The closed contour used to inverse Laplace transfonn of 

~(s), Bj(ZD, s) and g; (rD' s) is given in Figure C-l. The following inversions can be pro

ven after some algebraic operations [14] • 

-
fj(to) = L -1 [fi(')] = 2~ [ e -loA ~Q..e-"') - fi(A em)] cIA 

. - u2 

4a. f --to J (1. 
=--2- e J 

1t (fj 0 
(C-7) 

(C-8) 

then 

• u2 12 4 
DJ. (u) ~. - - - R(u) +-

J (fj J. x2 

(C-9) 

Bj(zJ)o to) = L -1 {ii;<zo. ')} = exp [- ~j(zo - '0;-1)] L -1 { exp [-, (zo - ZDj-l)] 

. exp [Dj • (')('1> - ZDj-l)]} 
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= 

(C-lO) 

Taking the inverse Laplace transform of (C-l) and using (C-9), (C-IO) and the convolu

tion property of the Laplace transform, we have 

and 

Then, 

to 

= Aj(to) + f [aj-I (ZOj-l, t) - Aj(t)] Bj (zo, to - t) dt 
o 

g,(r[)o to) = C {giro, s)} = 2~ [e -toA [gj(ro. Ae -"') - gj (rD ... em)] d" 

~ 
- --to 

2 f ue OJ 

= 7tcrj~j 0 D*(u) 

,{yo (oro) [CIlio(U) + uJ,(U)] - 10 (orO> [UY,(U) + CIljYo(U)] }dU 

to 

<Pj (ro, zo, to) = f aj(zo, t) gj(ro. to - t) dt 
o 

In the above solutions 

(C-ll) 

(C-12). 

(C-13) 
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Rj(u) = 10 (U)[CO}O(U) + uJt(U)] + Yo(u) [COjYO(U) + UYt(U)] (C-14) 

Dj'(u) ={ [OljYo(u) + UY1(U)Y + ["';1o(U) + uJl(U)r}~jOlj (C-1S) 

For layer 1; the solution (C-l1) is simplified as Eq. (26). 
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AppendixD. 

Heat Conduction Function of Thermal Resistance 

For the special case of a formation that is homogeneous and isotropic, i.e., one 

layer formation, the heat conduction function of thermal resistance is derived as follows. 

The assumption of steady-state wellbore heat transfer, and the energy balance between 

the wellbore and the formation give (subscripts omitted): 

(0-1) 

then the heat conduction function f(t) is, 

(0-2) 

Introoucing (B-27) into equation (0-2), we obtain in terms of the dimensionless vari-

ables, 

Urt 
where co=, K 

(0-3) 
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AppendixE. 

Fortran Program for Calculation of Analytical Solutions 

C----FOR WELLBORE HEAT TRANSMISSION IN ALA YERED FORMATION 

C----MA Y, 1988 

C--YU-SHUWU 

C 

C 

C 

program wht(input,output) 

external biD ,bil ,bkO ,bkl ,bjO ,bj 1 ,byO,by 1 

external fst 

dimension td(300),zd(100),v(50) 

dimension w(800 ),iw(1 02) 

double precision fst 

double precision biD ,bkO ,bil ,bkl ,bk,td,zd, v ,beta 

1 ,sigma,omega,xi,x,sl ,s2 11 12 ,z,t,xl ,d/3 Jf4 la4 JJ5 1a5 

1 ,a,blal 1a2Ia3Jfl !f21f3,yl ,y2,y3,y4,bjO,bjl,byO,byl 

common Itelnumlkount 

common beta,xi,omega,sigma,t,z 

calilink(' unitl = (input,open,text),readl ,unit2= 

1 (output,create,hc),print2/1' ) 

nr=12 

read l00,gama,tair,tO,rw 

read 100,denl ,capl ,qin,h 

read 100, uh,den2,cap2,hk2 

print l00,gama,tair,tO,rw 

print l00,denl,capl,qin,h 

print 100, uh,den2,cap2,hk2 

vm=qinl(864oo. *3.1415926*rw* *2) 

wq=qin*denI186400. 

100 format(4fl0.5) 

read500, n 

read 500, nostep 

.. 
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500 format (0) 

read 501, (td(i),i=l ,nostep) 

read501, (zd(i),i=1,10) 

501 format (d10.5) 
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19 format(2x,2hx=,d10.5,2x,3hjO=,d11.5,2x,3hj1=,d11.5, 

12x,3hyO=,dl1.5,2x,3hy1=,d11.5) 

call1inv(v,n) c-----ln(2)=O.69314718 

c 

a=0.69314718dO 

c do 99 ik=1,9 

c uh=10.**(ik-2) 

beta=2.*uh*hf(den1*cap1*vm*rw) 

xi=gama*hf(tO-tair) 

omega=rw*uhfhk2 

sigma = (vm*den2 *cap2 *rw**2 )1(hk2*h) 

print 126,uh,hk2 

print 120,beta,sigma,omega,xi 

c goto 199 

dtO=tO-tair 

do 10 i=l.nostep 

t=td(i) 

c t=td(1) 

treal=t*h/vrn 

y3=treal/3600. 

do 1000 k=I.10 

z=zd(k) 

c z=.5 

zl=z*h 

yl=1.-z*xi 

print 33.z,zl 

c if(t.ge.z) goto 17 

c fa=.O 

c goto 27 

c 17 continue 

b=a/t 

c evaluate function in Laplace space by substituting i*ln(2)/t for s 
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fa 1 =O.dO 

fa2=O.dO 

fa3=O.dO 

fa4=O.dO 

faS=O.dO 

do 20j=1,n 

s=j*b 

x=dsqrt(sigma*s) 

bk=bkO(x) 

d=omega*beta*bkl(omega*bk+x*bkl(x» 

sl=s+beta-d 

s2=beta-d 

fl=dexp(-sl *z) 

f2=dexp( -s2*z) 

ffl=xi*(fl-1.)/(s*sl)+f1/s 

ff2=xi*(f2-1.)/(s*s2)+f2/s 

ff3=d*ffl/beta 

if(k.eq.lO) then 

ff4=(l.dO-d/beta)*«(1.dO/sl+xiI(sl *sl»*(l.dO-dexp(-sl»-xilsl)/s 

ff5=ff4/s 

endif 

fal=fal +ffl *vG) 

fa2=fa2+ff2*vG) 

fa3=fa3+ff3*vG) 

if(k.eq.lO) fa4=fa4+ff4*vG) 

if(k.eq.lO) faS=faS+ff5*vG) 

20 continue 

27 continue 

fal=b*fal 

fa2=b*fa2 

fa3=b*fa3 

c 

if(k.eq.lO) fa4=b*fa4 

if(k.eq.lO) faS=b*faS 

ft=fa3/(omega*(fa2-fa3» 
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c 
c-----fal=dimensionless wellbore temperature for steady heat 

flow in tubing 

c----fa2=dimensionless well bore temperature for transient heat 

flow in tubing 

c----fa2=dimensionless formation temperature at the wellbore (r=rw) 

c-----fa4=dimensionless total flux of heat into formation 

c----fa5=dimensionless total cumulative rate into formation 

c---ft=heat conduction function defined in this work 

c----ftr=heat conduction function of Ramey's 

c 
c 

txy=tair+ gama*zl 

trl=fal*dtO+txy 

tr2=fa2*dtO+txy 

tr3=fa3*dtO+txy 

aal=wq*capl*(hk2+rw*uh*ft)/(2.*3.l415926*rw*uh*hk2) 

alphal =hk2/den2/cap2 

tdr=alphal*treal/(rw*rw ) 

ftr=-alog( l.l(2.*sqrt(tdr)))-.290 

aa2=wq*capl*(hk2+rw*uh*ftr)/(2.*3.1415926*rw*uh*hk2) 

traml =gama*zl +tair-gama*aal + 

1 (to+gama*aal-tair)*exp(-zllaal) 

tram2=gama*zl +tair-gama*aa2+ 

1 (to+gama*aa2-tair)*exp(-zllaa2) 

c-----heat flux 

c----qflux=heat flux into fonnation,(w/m**2) 

c-----qtf=total heat flux into fonnation,(w) 

c-----qcm=total cumulative heat transfer into formation (kj) 

qfiud=o~ga*ifa31al) 

qfiux= -hk2*dtO*qfiud 

i/(k.eq.lO) qtf=62831853*rw*h*uh*dtO*fa4 

i/(k.eq.lO) qcm=62831853*rw*h*h*dtO*uh*faS/vmllOOO. 

print 510,t,treal,y3/t,tdr/tr 

print 520Ialla2la3 

print 530 ,tr 1 ,tr2 ,tr3 ,tram 1 ,tram2 



print 537,qflud,qflux 

i/(k.eq.l0) print 539/a4,qtflaS,qcm 

cl 0 continue 

c1 000 continue 

99 continue 
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120. format(5x,' beta=' ,dll.5,' sigma=' dll.5,' omega=', 

Idll.5,' xi=',dll.5) 

125 format(lOx,'formation thermal conductivity =' ,e12.4) 

126 format(lx,'wellbore heat transfer coej.=' el2.5,' formation 

1 thermal conductivity=' ,el2.5) 

510 format(2x,'td=',d12.6,' t=',e12.6,'sec',' t=',e12.6,'hrs', 

1 ' f(t)=' ,e12 .6,' td of Ramey=' ,e12 .6,'/(t) of Ramey=' ,el2.6) 

520 format(2x,'tdl=' ,dl2.6,' td2=' ,d12.6,' tdf=', d12.6) 

530 format(2x,'trl=' ,el2.6,' tr2=',el2.6,' tr/=', el2.6, 

I' traml=' ,e12.6,' tram2=' el2.6) 

33 format(5x,3hzd=,d12.7,5x,'z=' ,dI2.7,'m') 

537 format(lI,2x,' HEAT FLUX' ,e12.6,' qflux=' ,e12.6,' wlm*m') 

539 format(5x,'fluxd=',dI3.7,' totalflux=',e13.7,' w',' qcmd=', 

ldI3.7,' cwnulative rare=',e13.7,' k./',II) 

199 continue c 

c-----calculation of exact solution in real space integral 

c 

goto 1000 

epsabs=O.eO 

epsrel=l.e-5 

aa=O.eO 

c exacrl=xOlaaj(a) 

inf=1 

kount=O 

i/ail=l 

print 9998,aa,epsabs,epsrel 

call dOl amf(fst,aa,inf,epsabs ,epsrel,result,abse", w,800 

l,iw,102,i/ail) 

print 9997,resulr,abse",kount,iw( 1 ),i/ail 

tbw=result*dtO+txy 

print 9995,tbw 



---------
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c ex=abs( exactl-resuIt) 

c print 9996,ex 

1000 continue 

10 continue 

stop 

9998 formate 1 h ,lx, 1 ha,6x,' -lower limit of integration = " 
1 f10.411 h ,2x,3hinf,4x,' -upper limit of integration =', 
2 8hinfinityl1 h ,lx,' epsabs - absolute accuracy requested' , 

3 2h= ,e9 .211 h ,lx,' epsrel - relative accuracy requested' , 

42h= ,e9.21) 

9997 formate 1 h ,lx,' result - approximation to the integral =' , 

1 e14 .511 h ,2x,' abse" - estimate of the absolute error =' , 
2 e10.311 h ,lx,' kount - nwnber offunction evaluations =', 
3 i411 h ,lx,' iw( 1) - elements of real workspace used =' , 
4 i411h ,2x,'ifail- e"or flag =',i41) 

9996format(1h ,7x,' - exact absolute error =',e10.3) 

9995 formate 5x,' wellbore temperature =' ,e12.5 ) 

end 

c 

c----numerical Laplace inversion by the Stehfest algorithm 

c 

subroutine linv(v,n) 

implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 

dimension g(50),v(50),h(25) 

g(l)=l.dO 

nh=nl2 

n=nh*2 

do 70 i=2,n 

g(i)=g(i-1 )*i 

70 continue 

h( 1 )=2.dOlg(nh-1) 

c fi=i 

do3 i=2,nh 

fi=i 

i/(i.eq.nh) go to 2 

h(i)=fi**(nh)*g(2*i)l(g(nh-i)*g(i)*g(i-1)) 



got03 

2 h(i)=fi**(nh)*g(2*i)l(g(i)*g(i-1)) 

3 continue 

sn=2 *( nh-nhl2*2 )-1 

004 i=1,n 

v(i)=O.dO 

k1=(i+1)12 

k2=i 

if(k2.gt.nh) k2=nh 

005 k=k1,k2 

if(2*k-i.eq.0) go to 6 

if(i.eq.k) go to 7 

. v(i)=v(i)+h(k)l(g(i-k)*g(2*k-i)) 

got05 

6 v(i)=v(i)+h(k)l(g(i-k)) 

got05 

7 v(i)=v(i)+h(k)l(g(2*k-i)) 

5 continue 

v(i)=sn*v(i) 

sn=-sn 

c write(6,620) i,v(i) 

4 continue 

c 

return 

620 jormat(3hOv(,ilO,2h)=,d3024) 

end 
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c-----bko=zero order modified Bessel function of the 2nd kind 

c-----bkl=one order modified Bessel function of the 2nd kind 

c-----biO=zero order modified Bessel function of the 1st kind 

c-----bi1=one order modified Bessel function of the 1st kind 

c----bjO=zero order Bessel function of the 1st kind 

c-----bj 1 =one order Bessel function of the 1 st kind 

c----byO=zero order Bessel function of the 2nd kind 

c----by 1 =one order Bessel function of the 2nd kind 

c 
c 

('. 



,"'" 

double precision junction bkO(x) 

external biO 

double precision x,t,tt,biO 

t=.5*x 

tt=1.1t 
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if(x.le.2) bkO=-dlog(t)*biO(x)-.57721566+ 

1.4227842*t**2 + .23069756*t**4+ .0348859*t**6+ 

2.00262698*t**8+.0001075*t**10+.0000074*t**12 

if(x.gt.2) bkO=dexp(-x)*( 1.25331414-.07832358*tt 

1+.02189568*tt**2-.01062446*tt**3+.00587872*tt**4-

2.0025154*tt**5+.oo053208*tt**6)ldsqn(x) 

return 

end 

double precision/unction bk1(x) 

external bil 

double precision x,t,tt,bil 

t=.5*x 

tt=l.1t 

if(x.le.2) bk1=dlog(t)*bi1(x)+(1.+.15443144*t**2-

1.67278579*t**4-.18156897*t**6-.01919402*t**8-

2.oo110404*t** 10-.00004686*t** 12)lx 

if(x.gt.2) bk1=dexp(-x)*(1.25331414+.23498619*tt-

1.0365562*tt**2 + .01504268*tt** 3 -.00780353 *tt* *4 + 
2.00325614 *tt* *5-.00068245* tt* *6)ldsqn(x) 

return 

end 

double precision/unction biO(x) 

double precision t,tt,x 

t=xl3.75 

tt=l.1t 

if(x.le.3.75) biO=1.+3.5156229*t**2+3.0899424*t**4+ 

11.2067492*t**6+ .2658732*t**8+ .0360768*t** 10+ 

2.0045813*t** 12 

if(x.gt.3 .75) biO=dexp(x)*( .39894228+ .01328592*tt+ 

1.00225319*tt**2-.00157565*tt**3+.00916281*tt**4-

2.02057706*tt** 5 + .02635537*tt**6-.01647633*tt**7 + 



3.oo392377*tt**8)ldsqn(x) 

return 

end 

double precision function bilex) 

double precision t,tt,x 

t=xl3.75 

tt=1)t 
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if(x.le3 .75) bil =x*( 5 + . 87890594 *t* *2 + 51498869*t**4 + 

1.15084934*t**6+ .02658733*t**8+ .00301532 *t* * 10+ 

2.ooo32411*t** 12) 

if(x.gt3 .75) bil =dexp(x)*(39894228-.03988024*tt-

2.00362018*tt**2+.00163801*tt**3'-.01031555*tt**4+ 

3.02282967*tt**5-.02895312*tt**6+.01787654*tt**7 

4-.00420059*tt**8 )Idsqrt(x) 

return 

end 

double precision/unction bjO(x) 

double precision x,xx,pO,qO,xO,z/O 

if(x.gt.8.0) goto 10 

xx=x*x 

bjO=(.1859623176d18+xx*(-.4414582939d17+xx*( 2334489171d16 

1+xx*(-.4776555944d14+xx*(.4621722250d12+xx*(-2271490439d10 

2+xx*( 5513584564d7-xx* 5292617130d4 )))))))I(.l859623176d18+ 

3xx*( 2344750013d16+xx*(.l501546244d14+xx*(.6439867453d11+xx*( 

4 2042514835d9+ xx*(.4940307949d6+ xx*(.8847203675d3 + xx))))))) 

goto 20 

10 continue 

z=3.1x 

JV=.79788456-.oo0oo077*z-.OO552740*z**2.-.00009512*z**3. 

1+.00137237*z**4-.00072805*z**5+.oo014476*z**6 

qO=x-.78539816-.04166397*z-.00003954*z**2.+.oo262573*z**3. 

1-.00054125*z**4.-.00029333*z**5.+.ooo13558*z**6. 

bjO=JV*dcos( qO )Idsqn(x) 

20 continue 

return 

end 



double precision junction bj1(x) 

double precision x,xx,p1 ,q1,x1 ,z11 

if(x.gt.8.0) goto 10 

n=x*x 
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bj1=x*((.3765461244d17+n*(-.4187039893d16+xx*(.1348155397d15 

1+xx*(-.1819933750d13+n*(.1166488768d11+n*(-.3533574266d8 

2+n*.4102013963d5))))))/(.7530922489d17+n*(.1039573325d16 

3+xx*(.7342198871d13+n*(.3503683946d11+n*(.1250125523d9+ 

axx*( .3451789642d6+n*( 

4.7209838885d3 + n)))))))) 

goto 20 

10 continue 

z=3.1x 

fl=·79788456+.00000156*z+.01659667*z**2.+.00017105*z**3.-

1.00249511*z**4.+.00113653*z**5.-.00020033*z**6. 

q1=x-235619449+.12499612*z+.OOOO5650*z**2.-.00637879*z**3. 

1+.00074348*z**4.+.00079824*z**5.-.00029166*z**6. 

bj1 =/l*dcos( q1 )/dsqn(x) 

20 continue 

return 

end 
double precision junction byO(x) 

external bjO 

double precision x,xx,xO,z,bjO,ayOjO,qO 

if(x.gt.8.0) goto 10 

n=x*x 

ayO=(-.1409469272d16+xx*( .3369788123d16+xx*(-.2541519322d15 

1+xx*(.5917069715d13+xx*(-.5702858885d11+xx*(2396452768d9-

2n* 3653561318d6))))) )/( .1909738817d17 +n*( 2983962232d15 + 

axx*( 2413002405d13+n*(.1337173302d11+ 
3n*( 5642518238d8+xx*(.1890854778d6+xx*(.4968451971d3+xx))) 

4)))) 

byO=ayO+bjO(x)*dlog(x)* .6366197 

goto20 

10 continue 

z=3.1x 
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JD=.79788456- .OOOOOO77*z-.00552740*z**2 .-.00009512*z** 3. 

1 + .00137237*z**4-.oo072805*z** 5 + .00014476*z**6 

qO=x-.78539816-.04166397*z-.OOOO3954*z**2.+.00262573*z**3. 

1-.ooo54125*z**4.-.oo029333*z**5.+.oo013558*z**6. 

byO=JD*dsin( qO )Idsqn(x) 

20 continue 

return 

end 
double precision junction by1(x) 

external bj1 

double precision x,xx,x1,z,bj1,ay1/1,q1 

If(x.gt.8.0) goto 10 

xx=x*x 

ay1=x*((-.7096915698d7+xx*(.1916614993d7+xx*(-.9307053013d5 

a+xx*(.1870628661 d4+xx*( -.1962547979d2 

1+xx*(.1188117386+xx*(-.4275309830d-3+xx*(.8726217834d-6-

2xx* .8026884742d-9 ))))))))I( 3619820979d8+xx*( 

3 2586502863d6+ xx*(.7705473082d3 + xx)))) 

by1=ay1 +.6366197*(bj1(x)*dlog(x)-1.1x) 

goto20 

10 continue 

z=3.1x 

/1=.79788456+.ooo00156*z+.01659667*z**2.+.00017105*z**3.-

1.oo249511*z**4.+.00113653*z**5.-.ooo20033*z**6. 

q1=x-235619449+.12499612*z+.00005650*z**2.-.00637879*z**3. 

1+.oo074348*z**4.+.00079824*z**5.-.oo029166*z**6. 

by1 =/1*dsin( q1 )Idsqrt(x) 

20 continue 

c 

c 

return 

end 

c----integrand function of exact solution 

c 

real junction /stO(x) 

common Itelnuml kount 

/-. 



---------------

kount=kount+ 1 

IstO=I.eOI((x+I.eO)*sqn(x)) 

retu Tn 

end 
c----function of integration 

double precision junction Ist(u) 

external bjO,bjI,byO,byI 

double precision x,t,z,bjO,bjI,byO,byI 

double precision beta,xi,omega,sigma 
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double precision u,uu,tI ,zI ,ajO,ajI ,ayO,ayI ,betal ,omegaI, 

1 xil ,sigma 1 ,ep,rr,dI O,dII ,dd,dI ,dr,zp,yI ,y2 

common beta,xi,omega,sigma,t,z 

common Itelnuml kount 

kount=kount+ 1 

uu=u*u 

x=u 

tI=t 

zI=z 

ajO=bjO(x) 

ajI=bjI(x) 

ayO=byO(x) 

ayl=byl(x) 

betal=beta 

xil=xi 
omegal=omega 

sigmal =sigma 

ep=dexp(-uu*tl Isigmal )-1. 

"=( omega 1 *ajO+u*ajI )*ajO+( omegal *ayO+u*ay 1 )*ayO 

dl0=omegal*ajO+u*ajl 

dl1 =omegal*ayO+u*ayI 

dd=( dl0*dl O+dll*dll )I(betaI*omegaI) 

dl =dd*(betal-uulsigmal )-" 
dr=dl*dl+.4052847 

Ist= .4052847*xil*dd*epl(u*dr) 

iff tl.le .zI) goto 100 

zp=.6366197*zlldd 

. -;J 
.iJ....: 

~ .... , 
.!o:~.: 



y1=dsin(zp) 

y2=exp(zl*rrldd) 
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ep=l.-exp( -(t1-z1 )*uulsigmal) 

fst=fst+.6366197*exp(-betal*zl)*(ep*yl*y2Iu+xi1*ep*dd 

1*y2*(.6366197*dcos(zp)+yl*dl)l(u*dr)) 

1 00 continue 

return 

end 

... 
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